
KLEIN LEVELS/MEASURING TOOLS

Levels Steel Tapes

Aluminum
Torpedo Level
Lightweight, precision made and only 9"
long for use in tight places. Three acrylic
plastic vials- plumb, level and 45° mitre.
All easily replaceable. Level vial is top
reading also. Strong, smooth aluminum
body with hang hole and magnetized strip
on bottom. Yellow vials.
Cat. No. Body Size Overall Length
930-9 1 1 / 2 " x 5 / 8 " 9"

(3 .8x1.6 cm) (22.9cm)
Replacement Vials for No. 930-9.
Cat. No. 62150 1" (2.5 cm) Plumb and 45°

Mitre Vial.
Cat. No. 62151 1%" (4.5 cm) Level Vial

(located in center).

Aluminum Level
Professional quality, heavy-duty design
with smooth, rigid I-beam body and a pow-
erful magnetic base. Three king-size vials
of break-resistant acrylic, 20% larger than
ordinary glass vials for easy reading and
accuracy. Vials read 360° around for view-
ing from any angle. Computer-calibrated
for superior quality. Vials are easily
replaceable, with no adjustments needed.
Level has large top-read level window,
hang hole and large, smooth hand holes.
Yellow vials. Two sizes.

Cat. No.
933-24MT
933-48MT

Overall Length
24" (61.0 cm)
48" (121.9cm)

360° Vials with extra-
large covers for fast
and accurate reading. Vials replaced

easily with no
adjustment needed

Lighted Torpedo Level
This professional-quality, 9" long level pro-
vides accurate measurement in a portable
size. Three 360° vials (plumb, level, and 45°)
show the full bubble and alignment mark-
ing in both light and dark conditions. An easy
on/off switch and two supplied AAA alka-
line batteries provide easy-to-read, long-last-
ing illumination in dark areas. Illumination
automatically shuts off after about two min-
utes.

A large, open top window permits viewing
the level vial at nearly any angle. Magnetic
strip on one edge holds level to iron or steel
for hands-free operation, and a grooved sur-
face on the opposite side allows accurate
use on round objects such as pipe and con-
duit. Level has heavy-duty aluminum I-beam
extrusion construction and a water-resistant
casing to provide durability and long life.
Cat. No. Description
86497 9"-long illuminated level

Cat. No.
900-6
901-6

Reading
Inside
Outside

Length
6'
6'

Folding Wood Rules

Standard Rules
Strong 6' long hardwood rules. Black
markings on yellow, with stud center in
red. Measurements are marked on both
sides and both edges, graduated to 1/16th
inch. Markings are imbedded in the wood
and have a tough, clear abrasion-resistant
coating. Riveted lock joints are designed
for long wear and maintained accuracy. All
metal parts are brass plated.

Extension Rule
An outside-reading rule with identical
design and construction features as stan-
dard rule No. 901-6 but with added feature
of a graduated slide that extends up to a
full 6" for making inside measurements.
The slide moves under friction in a T-slot
which has stops at each end to prevent it
from falling out.
Cat. No. Reading Length
905-6 Outside 6'

50' and 100'
Steel Tapes
Smooth, easy feed-and-return action.
Snap-out reel-in knob. Steel tape with red
and black numerals on yellow background.
Stud markings indicated. Graduated in
8ths, inches and feet. Tough, protective
DuPont Mylar coating resists oil, alkali,
acids and rust. Chrome-plated, die-cast
case contoured to fit the hand.

Cat. No. Length Width
940-50 50' %"
940-100 100' %"
941-50 50'Replacement Tape
941-100 100'Replacement Tape

Power-Return Tapes
Easy feed, positive lock and smooth power
return. Thumb-action control knob placed
for convenient, efficient use. Black numer-
als on yellow background. For inside and
outside measuring. Tough DuPont Mylar
coating resists abrasion, rust, most oils and
acids; lasts up to 10 times longer than ordi-
nary finishes. Tape graduated on both
edges in 16ths, inches and feet. Stud mark-
ings indicated. Useful reference tables on
reverse side of 10', 12' and 16' tapes.
Chrome-plated case. Replaceable blade.
Belt clip.
Cat. No.
922-8
922-10
922-12
922-16
922-20
922-25
922-30

Length
8'
10'
12'
16'
20'
25'
30'

Width
V4."
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Replacement Blades for tapes above
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Cat. No.
923-8
923-10
923-12
923-16
923-20
923-25
923-30

Length
8'
10'
12'
16'
20'
25'
30'

Width
1/2"
W
%•

1 "
1 "


